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worshipped  with his attributes and attendants on the steady
cushion, as it   were,  placed  over the  afore  said sacrificial
pitcher,  and  his   weapon in the Vardhini as follows ;—"Qm
Has  obeisance  to  the   cushion  of the  weapon, Hum fut
Om   Om obeisance  to the image of the weapon.    Om Hum
Fut obeisance to  the  weapon   known  as  the Pashupata.
Om Om obeisance with Fut to the heart. Om Srim obeisance
with Hum to the head.,    Om Yam obeisance with   the  Hum
Fut mantra  to  the  tuft  of hair on  the crown.    Om Gum
obeisance with the Hufn Fut mantra to the armour, and   Om
Fut obeisance  with the  Hum Fut mantra to the weapon.
The weapon should be meditated upon as  a  god   possessing
four faces  and  looking  fierce  with his jaw of ragged teeth
effulgent as a million of suns, and weilding a  mace,  a  club
a spear   and  a  sword  in  his  four  hands  (30—35).    The
union   of the  two  opposite  emblems  of creation should be
brought about by exhibiting the ling mudra, and the pitcher
should  be  touched with  the  small  finger and the Vardhini
with the clenched fist, and  the  sword of knowledge  should
be presented for protecting the mouth   of the  pitcher.    The
mantra,  which   serves  the  purpose of the principal mantra
sacred to Shiva should  be repeated hundred  times  in  the
sacrificial  pitcher,  and with  a tenth part   thereof the pro-
tection is to be given to the Vardhinj as follows:—Cautiously
guard,  Oh thou god,  who  art the lord of the universe and
the  protector of all sacrificial ceremonies, this my sacrificial
shed.   The god Chaturbahu (the four handed one) who is tie
inmate deity of the Praaava mantra should then be worship-
ped, together with the god Gana in the north-westera confer
of the shed, and the god Shiva over the sand costwa ; «»d
then the sacrificial fire-receptacle should be worshipped
the Argha offcriug (36—40)-   Ift as abstracted state
the worshipper should stow on his right an$ toft baad sides fcfe
artset&s essential to the sacrifice such as ttte sticks of sacrificial
trees, Kasha

